Revision Sheet

1 Years 9-10

Food

Use the clues to solve the puzzle!

Down Clues

Across Clues
1)

5)
6)

7)
e)
11)

12)
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part of a healthy eating
Fibre is an
program. (9)
These are treats and should only be eden occasionally. Their
name comes from the fact that they were once cmkd twice (this
is a spelling hint) (8)
Another name for legumes. (6)
(14)
Your health is your
prwides the tangy bste to ftuits; citric
(4)
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This salt is essential for strong bones and teeth (shells, too)
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this liquid comes from a corv and contains calcium (4)
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25)
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drinks cause it to decay (6)
This toocj comes in ioaves arri roiis. 15)
an nutritious substiance that people or humans eat or plants absorb
in order to to maintain lib and gro^/th (4)
tte strength ard vitality which we need for mental and physical

17)
18)

are essential for normal grourth and

21)

nf

3) One ofthe major food groups. You should eat five serves a day. (9)
4) plural ofbacterium (8)
8) a lack of (12)
10) @
13) This is a bean you can drink! (3)
14\ a major food group (4
16) the hard glcsy substance that covers tle crown of a tooth; sugary

cnntain nutritional informdion as well as
brand, logo and contents. (6)
lndian bread (4)
food found in the sea (4)
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Years 9-f 0 Food Solution

ACROSS:

1.MEAT s.ESSENTTAL 6.BISCUITS
7.PI-TISE.S g-RESPONSIBITITY 1 I-ACID
I2.MILKSHAKES I4.CALCIUM 1s.FRUIT
2O.NUTRINON 2I.VITAMIN 23.LABELS
.,' }iIA A\T
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DOWN:

2.IHRL,B 3.VEGEIAtsLE 4.tsAUTERIA
S.DEFICIENCIES lO.YOGHURI 13.SOY
t+.cgng,ar-s 16.ENAMEL \7.BREAD
l8.FOOD l9.ENERGY 22.MIIK-

